The Role of Loop Height and Design on its Force Characteristics in Alignment of Teeth: A Finite Element Analysis
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Abstract

Objectives: The aim of this study was to assess the effects of different orthodontic vertical loop height and design on its force characteristics at different amount of loop activation by means of finite element method (FEM) analysis.

Materials and Methods: Four 3D FEM models were designed of double vertical open loop (DVOL) and double vertical helical open loop (DVHOL) each of them in two heights of 6 mm and 7 mm. The loops were modeled in SolidWorks 2006 and then transferred to ANSYS Workbench. The loops were activated in buccolingual direction for 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1 mm simulating an activated multiloop arch wire to align a posterior tooth which is erupted with buccal or lingual inclination. The force delivered at each amount of activation for the four loop designs were measured and compared.

Results: The results of this study showed that the minimum amount of force was delivered by double vertical helical open loop with the height of 7 mm at the activation of 0.1 mm which was about 1.06E-01 N. The maximum amount of force was 2.2199 N which was delivered by double vertical open loop with height of 6 mm at 1 mm activation. At each amount of activation the value of exerted force followed this order: DVOL 6 mm > DVOL 7 mm > DVHOL 6 mm > DVHOL 7 mm.

Conclusions: According to this FEM study , considering its limitations, adding a helix in a double vertical open loop as well as increasing the height of loop can reduce the value of delivered force.
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1. Background

Enhancing the quality and quantity of tooth movement is crucial in orthodontics. To move teeth in a controlled fashion and achieve optimum results, various factors should be considered including correct mechanical principles, appropriate interplay between the orthodontic appliance and anatomic structures and the efficacy of tooth movement (1).

An important type of movement in orthodontic treatment is moving a tooth in buccal or lingual direction. If friction free mechanics are applied a double vertical open loop is a choice for this phase. As a general rule, controlled loads are required for controlled tooth movement. Mechanical properties of loops are determined by the balance between forces and moments produced as the loop is activated. This in turn depends on different factors including material properties of the wire alloy, design or shape of the loop and mode of activation (2, 3).

The mechanical characteristics of loops depend on not only the moment/force (MF) ratio but also the load/deflection rate. A low load/deflection (LD) rate is desired during tooth movement. However excessive lowering of maximal elastic load has adverse effects such as permanent loop deformation or breakage during normal oral function (4, 5). The addition of helices or changes in the design, shape or size of the loop allows clinicians to more accurately achieve desired moment/force ratio or load/deflection rate for tooth movement. More complex design of springs can reduce load/deflection rate; however, these designs are not widely advocated because of long chair time and inconvenience for the clinician to construct them. One of the most common methods to reduce LD is to increase the height of loop. However, a high loop may irritate oral structures. Accordingly this is prudent to measure the load components produced by different design parameters of loops (6-8).

Finite element analysis (FEA) method is based on the separation of the analysis shape into subdomains through finite elements which is particularly applied when several forces are applied to objects of complex shape. This separation allows a point analysis of the physical behavior of the object under varied loading conditions (9, 10). Using FEA, stress and strain response to foreign forces in living structures can be predicted. This method has been successfully applied for biomechanical studies and its efficiency
has been confirmed (11-14).

The aim of this study was to assess the effects of different loop height as well as adding helixes to a double vertical open loop on the amount of delivered force at different amount of buccolingual activation by means of finite element analysis.

2. Objectives

The aim of this study was to assess the effects of different loop height as well as adding helixes to a double vertical open loop on the amount of delivered force at different amount of buccolingual activation by means of finite element analysis.

3. Materials and Methods

Four 3D computer models of vertical loops were designed in SolidWorks 2006 (SolidWorks, Concord, Massachusetts, USA). Each contained two loops with 4 mm distance. The vertical loops were designed to serve as a segment of 0.014 inch multi-loop arch wire designed to align a buccally or lingually displaced premolar tooth. The loop height was 6 mm and 7 mm. The wire cross section was 0.014 Inch (diameter = 0.35 mm) (Figure 1). The 3D models were designed symmetric in form. The models were transferred to the ANSYS Workbench Version 12.1 (Ansys Inc., Southpointe, Canonsburg, PA, USA). Boundary conditions restricted displacements of the nodes at both ends of the loops to prevent rigid body motion. The loops were made of Stainless Steel with Young’s modulus of 177000; Poisson’s ratio = 0.3. The models were meshed between 6856 and 11198 nodes and 885 and 1290 elements.

The straight part of the wire between loops was then displaced lingually 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.0 mm. The force produced in the perpendicular direction to the loop plane was then evaluated (Figure 2).

4. Results

Two designs of double open vertical loop with and without helix was modeled in this study each of them in two lengths of 6 mm and 7 mm. The measurements in different amount of activation showed that the minimum amount of force was delivered by double vertical helical open loop with the height of 7 mm at the activation of 0.1 mm which was about 1.06E-01 N. The force was increased to 1.0633 N in 1 mm of activation. These findings were between 0.1409 N and 1.4096 N for DVHOL [6 mm]. In DVOL [6 mm], the findings were higher and started from 0.221 N and increased to 2.2199 N in 1 mm of activation. In DVHOL [7 mm], force finding were between 0.163 N and 1.6358 N. (Figure 3).

The maximum amount of force was 2.2199 N which was generated by DVOL [6 mm] at 1 mm activation. The force values by four types of loops at five different amount of activation are shown in Table 1.

As it is illustrated in Figure 4, the amount of force increased as the amount of activation raised. At each amount of activation the value of exerted force was the highest for DVOL with 6 mm height followed by 7 mm DVOL, 6 mm DVHOL and 7 mm DVHOL respectively.

5. Discussion

When a loop, spring or power chain is applied to exert orthodontic tooth movement, the ability of the appliance to produce a particular type of movement depends on the moment/force ratio or on the load/deflection rate that it can deliver. For an orthodontic loop, the load/deflection rate, also known as the force/deflection rate, defines force per unit of activation. A low load-deflection rate and a high moment/force ratio has been always mentioned as favorable criteria for an orthodontic loop (15-17).

To compare the LD rate of two loops one can measure the force generated by them at the same amount of deflection. The results of this study demonstrated that at a specific amount of buccolingual activation, the maximum amount of force was delivered by double vertical open loop without helix with the height of 6 mm and the minimum force was generated by 7 mm-high double vertical open loop with a helix. In other words, the former loop had the highest LD rate and the latter had the least. Actually in this FEM study the effect of three different parameters was evaluated on the force generated by a double vertical open loop: The height of the loop, the effect of adding helix and the amount of activation or buccolingual deflection. According to the results of this study the higher the loop the lesser the amount of force it deliver. This means that at similar circumstances, higher loops had lower LD rate. Faulkner et al. (1989) reported the same findings when studied the effect of parameters on the force/moment systems produced by T-loop retraction springs by using the finite element method. They reported larger moment to force ratios as the height of loops increased (18). Similarly Chen et al. (2000) stated that increasing the vertical or horizontal dimension of a T-loop reduced the spring’s LD rate (19).

Comparing double vertical open loops with and without helix in this study demonstrated that adding a helix would result in lower force generated by the loops at similar amount of deflection. This reduction of LD rate is due to incorporating larger amount of wire in the loop with a
Figure 1. The Two Designs of Double Open Vertical Loop That Were Analyzed in This Study

A, Simple double vertical open loop; B, double vertical open loop with helix.

Table 1. Force exerted by Different Types of Loop at Different Amount of Buccolingual Activation (N)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activation</th>
<th>DVOL (7 mm)</th>
<th>DVOL (6 mm)</th>
<th>DVHOL (7 mm)</th>
<th>DVHOL (6 mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1 mm</td>
<td>0.16385</td>
<td>0.22199</td>
<td>1.06E-01</td>
<td>0.14096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3 mm</td>
<td>0.49154</td>
<td>0.66596</td>
<td>0.31899</td>
<td>0.42289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>0.81923</td>
<td>1.1099</td>
<td>0.53165</td>
<td>0.70481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7 mm</td>
<td>1.1469</td>
<td>1.5539</td>
<td>0.74431</td>
<td>0.98674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td>1.6385</td>
<td>2.2199</td>
<td>1.0633</td>
<td>1.4096</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: DVOL, double vertical open loop; DVHOL, double vertical helical open loop.

The number in parenthesis refers to the height of loop in millimeter.

relative constant size. Thus, in addition to increasing the height of a vertical loop, the MF ratios can be increased by changing the loop design. Although Faulkner et al. (1989) reported the addition of helices at the bends did little to alter the springs’ mechanical characteristics (18). Many other authors believed that optimizing the loop design can provide a constant MF ratio, a light and constant force throughout the entire activation range of a closing loop, and a constant low LD rate (5, 17, 20).

In comparison of the effect of increasing loop height and the effect of placement of helix in the loop in this study, it was shown that at 1 mm deflection, the difference between the force of 6 mm-high DVOL and 7 mm-high DVOL was very slightly greater than the difference between the force of 7 mm-high DVOL and 7 mm-high DVHOL (0.5814 N and 0.5752 N respectively) (Table 1, Figure 4). In this issue, Blaya et al. (2009) compared the mechanical behavior of different orthodontic retraction loops and concluded that the alloy of the wire and the height of the loop would be more important than the loop design (21). In addition to loop height and designs several factors have been shown to affect the force exerted by a loop spring including the alloy of the wire, the cross-section of a wire, the mode of loop preactivation and the temperature (19, 22, 23). Not to be lost in this discussion, it is worth mentioning that most of the studies on biomechanics of orthodontic loops, addressed closing loops which were activated in mesiodistal direction and the double vertical loop which is activated in buccolingual direction and was applied in this study has not receive much attention in the literature. Menghi et al. (1999) analyzed the force systems developed three designs of loops acting for first order irregularities and buccolingual movement and concluded that rectangular loop was preferred to L-loop and T-loop for making first order corrections (24).

This study was an FEM analysis and it is suggested to conduct some studies to evaluate this subject in clinical condition.

5.1. Conclusions:

According to this FEM study, adding a helix in a double vertical open loop as well as increasing the height of loop can reduce the value of generated force at similar amount
of buccolinguinal deflection thus drops the load deflection rate of the loop spring.
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